Retailers Recovered More From Shoplifting and Employee Theft in 2021

An annual survey on retail theft released recently found that even while shoplifting was down in the last year, the dollar amounts victimized companies were able to recover has increased.

The Jack L. Hayes International 34th Annual Retail Theft Survey reported on over 200,000 shoplifting and dishonest employee apprehensions in 2021 at 25 large retail companies with 22,751 stores and over $650 billion in retail sales. Participants apprehended...
The Future of Security in Education: Unpacking Access Control

*Stressed By: ACRE*

Obtaining access to safe education is a critical part of life and one of humanity's most essential needs. Because the lives of so many individuals depend upon being in school facilities, preserving security and safety in school buildings is of the highest importance to staff, students, and parents. Unfortunately, we often notice that the security desired in these situations is not always ensured. Many security solution providers have advanced their products to face these challenges regarding the concerns plaguing schools today.

Thankfully, there are solutions to help prevent...

---

ISC West Keynote Series Summary: Learning From Tragedy Saves Lives in The Future

On Nov. 30, 2021, a 15-year-old student brought a handgun to Oxford High school in a suburb of Detroit and shot 11 people—three high school students were killed in the attack. While the loss of life was tragic, Oakland County, Mich. Sheriff Michael Bouchard said response strategies formulated by studying active shooter incidents around the world prevented the situation from escalating into a potentially much larger mass casualty event.

Bouchard headlined ISC West's conference program on Day 2 of the event and...

---

Other Trending Industry Articles

- **TSA READY FOR HIGH VOLUME, BUSY SUMMER TRAVEL SEASON**
- **MISTAKEN FOR UFOS, ROGUE DRONES POSE POTENTIAL THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY**
- **TIA SAYS NEW STANDARD IMPROVES SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY**
Save the Date for Natural Disaster & Emergency Management (NDEM) Expo

Taking place November 16-17 at the Javits Center in NYC, ISC East will be co-locating once again with Natural Disaster & Emergency Management (NDEM) Expo, a comprehensive trade event and online resource dedicated to the preparation, response, and recovery of physical and human assets of public and private organizations. NDEM Expo will help your organization gain the knowledge, discover the tools, and connect with the individuals necessary to make your organization more secure and resilient, all while minimizing operational disruptions and ensuring public safety in this ever-changing world.

Sign up below to be the first to know when registration opens, or contact an NDEM Sales Representative for more information regarding booth space availability, sponsorship opportunities & more.

PRO TIP: If NDEM Expo is not applicable to you, but your colleague may handle the emergency response aspect of your organization, Refer Your Colleague here today so that you can attend these events together as a team! All qualified professionals who register for ISC East or NDEM Expo will have access to both Show Floors.

INTERESTED IN ATTENDING

INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING

#iscevents  f  tw  ig  ln  th  #iscnews